NOTES:

1. PROJECT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE CODE AND PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS. REQUIREMENTS MAY VARY BASED ON PROJECT SIZE AND CONDITIONS.

2. ENCLOSURE SIZE AND PROGRAM NEEDS VARY. CONFIRM WITH USERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS TO ACCOMMODATE ALL WASTE STREAMS.

3. ENCLOSED AREA REQUIRES ADEQUATE LIGHTING FOR SAFETY. PROVIDE LIGHT(S) WITHIN STRUCTURE OR SHOW OTHER MEANS TO SATISFY REQUIREMENT.

4. WHERE FOOD SERVICE IS PROVIDED, DRAIN LINE MUST CONNECT TO A PROPERLY SIZED GREASE CONTROL DEVICE. ENCLOSURE SHALL INCLUDE SPACE FOR A TALLOW DRUM IN SECONDARY CONTAINMENT.

5. CONDITIONS AT TRASH ENCLOSURES VARY; PROVIDE PLANTING AREA WITH SCREENING PLANTS/VINES WHERE FEASIBLE; CURB OR BOLLARDS MAY BE NECESSARY FOR VEHICLE PROTECTION.

6. ALL METAL, INCLUDING HARDWARE AND ATTACHMENTS SHALL BE BLACK IN COLOR (STANDARD IS KELLY MOORE DTM ACRYLIC METAL PRIMER/FINISH, 5725-569 WROUGHT IRON BLACK) UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED BY UA/CPD.